Abstract. Let ,S be a smooth hypersurface in the projective three space and consider a projection of S from P e S to a plane f/. This projection induces an extension of fields k(S)/k(H).
However we have to note here that not all maximal rational subfields are obtained as the projection above, i.e., there are many maximal rational subfields which cannot be obtained from the projections.
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Statement of results.
We use the same notation as is used DnrnuuoN l. A point P e ,S is called is Galois.
in Section 1.
a Galois point if the extension K lKp Let E be the set of lines on ,S passing through P. Then ,S': S\(IUP) becomes a covering of U of degre e d -I by nb : n"ls,, where U -P2\{a finitely many points). Hence P is a Galois point if and only 1f n'r,is a Galois covering. First, we want to know the set of Galois points. Here we mention a note, which will be often used later.
Norn 2.1. lf I/r is a general plane among the ones passing through P, then S fl f/r is a smooth curve.
Hereafter we restrict ourselves to the case where d -4 and we assume that k is the field of complex numbers. We want to know the exact value d and the place where the Galois points exist. First we fuid necessary conditions that a point to be a Galois one. ' Let (X , Y : Z : W) be homogeneous coordinates on P3. Then we have the following standard form for the equation of S if S has a Galois point. Conolumy 2.7. f d(S) :2 or 8, then S has a structure of an elliptic surface whose singular fibers are all of type IV (in the sense of Kodaira's notation in l4l).
A quartic surface is a K3 surface, and it is known that the maximum number of lines lying on a quartic surface is 64 (cf. [9] ). The surface Sr in Theorem 3 is the most special one among quartic surfaces as we see below. (1) P-(0:0:0:l) ( 2) The plane given by Z : 0 is the tangent plane of ^S at P. (3) The plane given by X -0 is not a tangent plane at any point of ,S. (a) The number of lines passing through P and touching ,S at ^S n { W -0} is finite.
(5) The line given by the equations X -Y : 0 does not touch S. We use the notation in the previous sections and consider the projection ftp restricted to the affine part W + 0. Let p be the blowing up of A3 : P3\{W -0} with center P. Then in an affine patr, p can be expressed as F(x,r'/) -(x,sx,rx). Since the structure of the extension KlKp does not depend on the choice of planes H, we may assume that nr(x,sx,tx) -(s, /). Thus rtp : np.lt maps (",r,4 to (s, t). Tht extension of fields is not changed if we take fr,p instead of np. The defining equation (of the affine part) of the proper transform of ,S is f* (*,s, /) : ry e kfx,s, rl.
Let {t : t(s,4 be the discriminant "f f*(x,s,/) with respect to x. Then Y is obtained by homogenizing rlr and we have that degY -deg t by the choice of coordinates (l) ^, (5). Let Ip(X, I) denote the intersection nlrmber of X and Y at R and let (X, f) : Dn IR(X , Y). We will consider the intersection numbers on P2, P3 or S, and use the same notation.
LnMM.q. 3.2. degP : dz -d -2.
h.oor. Let J-be the divisor of number of f and a line / on P2. H -nprU), then C -SnI/ is a smooth curve of degree dit I is general by Note 2.1. Using Hurwitz's theorem, we infer that the degree of the discriminant for the smooth curve C is 4z -d -2 (cf. t6l). n
Hereafter we assume that d -4. Let P be a Galois point. Then Gal(K lKp) is the cyclic group of order three and let a be a generator of it. Lnuna,r 3.3. The subuariety g(o): {Q€ Sl o(q:
Q} contains a c-urue.
Pnoor. Let E be the set of four lines ,S n fp. Then we have that o(E) -E and n' : S' -> U is a triple Galois covering. By Lemma 3.2 we have that deg/--10. Therefore n' is ramified along n-t(U n f), thus g(o) contains a tr curve.
When A -(oil is a diagonal matrix of size four and a,1 -ai (i: 1,2,3,4), we denote it by (or + az * az * a+). Let M(") e PGL(4,k) be the represen-P2 and V ,l) be the intersection we have that dee f -(f , D. If from the linear system {Sn HtlHte tr}, we obtain a base points free linear system, which coincides with lDl. Thus we obtain the following lemma.
Lsr\,rMA 3.5. We haue that D2 -0, (D,/o) :3, dimF/o(^t,0(D)) -2 and the complete linear system lDl has no base point.
Consequently we obtain an elliptic surface f : rtot, S * Pt in Lemma 2.6. Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 3. The elliptic fibration f t S * Pr has a singular fiber D, which is of type IV.
LnMna.l 3.6. The automorphism o preserues each fiber of f , i.e., o(Fo): Fo, where Fo : f-t (") for a e Pr . Especially, a smooth fiber is an elliptic curue with an automorphism of order three. LnMM.q. 3.7. The etliptic fibration f : S -* Pl has at most one singular fi.ber D' besides D satisfying that Dt is of type IV and Dt n h consists of one point. Especially, ,f I is a line on S, then the number of Galois points on I is at most two.
Lnmrrn 3.8. If P' is another Galois point and o' rs an automorphism belonging to P' , then o(P') is also a Galois point and oo'o-r is an automorphism belonging to o(P'). h.oor. Put d'l : ooto-l and o(P') : P" . Suppose that / is a line passing through P" and /g(S,/) > 2 for some point 0 e,S. Then we have that 106,l) : ro-\g1(S,/'), where I' : o-r(0. Since lt passes through the Galois point P', we have that IO(5,/) > 3, this means that P" is a Galois point. Since a'is an automorphism belonging to P' , we have that o'(l') : l' . Hence we have that o't (l) --l, this implies that o" is an automorphism belonging to P" . n LrI{MA 3.9. Suppose that P and P' are two Galois points and. the line I passing through these points does not lie on S. Then in Lemma 3.8 we haue that o(P') * P', hence there exist two more Galois points o(P') an;d oZ(P').
koor.
In case Ir(1,^S) > 2, the line / is contained in Tr(S), hence it lies on ,S by Lemma 2.2. Therefore we have that Ip(l,S): t. Suppose that o(P') : Pt. Then we have that Ir,(l,S) : 3. By the same reasoning as above we have that / must lie on S, which is a contradiction. n Suppose that d : d(^S) > 2 and take another Galois point P'. Then one of the following cases takes place.
(i) There exists a unique i satisfying l;= Pt (t :0, 1,2,3), or (ii) There does not exist i satisfying li ) Pt . In the case (i) we may assume that I : 0 and qonsider the elliptic fiber space ,f , S -, Pr associated with the Galois point P with the singular fiber h * lz * h. By Lemma2.2,,S11 7p, can be expressed as lto(, where t! (t -0, 1,2,3) is a line on ,S. Since there exist just four lines on ,S passing through P', we may assume that lo:1o. Thus D' : li+4+/j is a singularfiber of f , especially DnD' -fr.
On the contrary in the case (ii), put l: TpftTp,. Since the degree of S is four, we infer that / does not lie on ^S, and P f I and P' $ l.
Let % be the set consisting of the Galois points and the lines on S passing through at least one Galois point. Combining the results obtained above, we conclude the following properties of distribution of the Galois points. Pnoor. Suppose the contrary. Then, let a be such a point. By the property (P5) there exist three points Q -Qr,Qz -o(Qt) and Qs: o(Qz), which are collinear. Corresponding to each point Qi (r: 1,2,3), there exists a line mi ffioeting ls and does not meet D by (PZ). By Lemma 3.12 these three lines make a singular fiber of tyne fV. Moreover, take an automorphism o' belonging to P/. Considering o'(Qr) and o'2(Q) U:1,2,3) and using the property (P3) and Lemma 3.12, we obtain a singular fiber containing mr * mz * rirB, which cannot appear as a fiber of any elliptic fiber space (cf. t4l). TlUs is a contradiction.
Therefore we conclude that d < 8
Crnnu 2. In the case (2) we haue Pnoor. In case d > 3, we use (P5) and Claim 1. As we see from the illustration below, we conclude that d -5 or 8.
(2) Let S be the nonsingular projective model of the Galois closure of KlKp, where K is the function field of a quartic surface S. Suppose that P is not a Galois point. Then is it true that the Kodaira dimension of ^i is two? Moreover, find several geometric invariants of it as we have done in the case of quartic curves (cf. t6l).
(3) Describe the configuration of 9[ for the surface ,Ss.
